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FOUR FORCES FOR LEGAL CHANGE

The Hon. Mr. Justice M.D. Kirby

Chairman of the Australian Law Reform Commission

LINKS WITH QUEENSLAND

'The Australian Law Reform Commission is one of ten [)ermanrnt law reform

bcdies in Australia working on the refcrm, modernisation and simplification of the law.

OUI'S is a century of great change. It is a measureo! the compara~ive rate of change that

from the first year of the 19th CEfitury to the last, the rote of iJ1flation of the English

pound was less than one Dercent. We have not enpyed stability either in money values or

in other v~lues in our century. On the contrary, our lot 005 been change. Ours· res been a

century of wars, depression, inflation, nUClear fission and, lately, the dilemmas of

c.omputing and biological science.

It is precisely because of the cimllenge of change that the Federal Parliament

nnd the State Parliam€nts of this country have established law refcrm commissions. Tre

Chairman of the Queensland Law Reform COmmission, Mr. Justice Andrews, heads a

distinguished body whose·previous cooirman was this State's presmt Chief Justice, Sir

Walter campbell. I am delighted to see present Mr. John Nosworthy CBB, who was

recently reappointed as a part-time Member of that CommiSiion. We in the Australian

Law Reform Commission have had Queenslanders of great distinction amorgst our

Members. The first Queensland ~mmissioner appointed to the Australian Law Refcrm

Commission was the then Mr. F.G. Brennan QC, at that time a member of the Queensland

Bar. In fact, he was ~ppointed on the very same day as Mr. John Cain, now Premier of

Victoria. Mr. Brennan went on to become Sir Gerard Brennan and is now a Justice of the

High Court of Australia. He maintains his keen interest in the refcrm of the law.
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Aoother 'Que61s1ander 1 awointed to the Law Refa-ffi Commi::sion was our

Governor-General, Sir Zelman Cowen. Now, I know that rome people in a oouthcrn State

would claim' him as their own. But when he was appointed to the Commission, he was

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Queensland. I know of his great affection for and

many links with Queensland. He has a life-1.ong, abiding interest in the refcrrn of the law.

One of our current Commissioners is the Hooourable Mr. Justice Fitzgerald. He

is the first Juqse of the Federal Court of Australia located in QueEnsland. He was

appointed to the Commi.<;sion from the Queensland Bar, as was Mr. Justice Brennan.

Indeed, BptJointmEnt to the Commission tus become a perilOUS course for barristers. Mr.

JU~ice Fitzgerald's appoin~ment to the Bench followed within a matter of months his
appointment to our Commission. I am glad to say he is continuing his interest in our work

and membership of the Commission. You will see we have important associations with

Queensland lawyers. Through our work on the refocm of the law in matters of Femrol

concern in Australia, we seek out the views of Queenslanders. We have had a great deal of

co-operation and assistance from colleagues in the Quernsland administration. One of our

reports, on human tissue transplants, was accep~ed jn substance by the Queensland

Government and ParliD.ment. The legislation based on the report now f<rms the law of

Queensland on this topic.

The Australian Law Reform Commission has engaged in a number of tasks

which concern directly cr indirectly, business opemtions in· Australia. We are a small body

comprising eleven commissioners, three only of them full-time. We work only on the tasks

assigned to us by the Federal Attorney-GeneraL We have a research staff of eight. At any

given time we generally have eight mapr projects of law reform.

A TIME OF CHANGE

·As I have said, we are living through a time of ·unprecedented change in

Australian society. The watchword for our time is change. The law, its procedures and

institutions are changIng. In part, the demands for change which build up are

accommodJ.ted by our bUSy Parliam61ts, which every year, between them, enact more

than a thousand statutes for this continent. In part, the jUdiciary, armed with the

innovative powers of the. common law of ·England, stretch and develop old preced61ts to

apply to new times. In part, the Executive Government, administratively, develops 1Bws in

practice.s in tune with today's ·needs. The pressures for change have tended to outstrip our

lo.wmaking institutions. The ·law today must address more sensitive, complicated,

controversial questions from a starting point of fewer certitudes.
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The modem AustralilID Parliament res been ooscribed as a 'weak and weakening

institution') The courts are less inclined today than they were in past centuries, to

develop new laws. They tend to leave this task to Parliame.1t and the Executive

Government.2 . Yet Parliament and the Executive Government, distracted by recurring

elections and diverted by the heady controversies of political life and personality politics,

tum away from the hard ssues of adjusting -the legal system, inherited from cl\rlier times,

to our times. In this coincidence of unprecedented pressures for change and institutional

disinclination to meet those pressures, there lie many dangers. Lord HaiJsham has said

that the 'banner' of Western countries l'l -the ru-~e of law. 3 That is, we live in a

community in which, ultimately, disputes and differences may be resolved by .reference to

given rules, defined im~art.ially in independent courts and ap~lied to all, high and low,

government official, big business oc little citizen; 'without fear or favour, affection or

illwill '.4 If this is the tulique feature of our form of society (as I think it is) and if it is a

feature worth ~reserving (as I am sure it is) we must consider the implication fer it of our

time of change. We must seek to identify the chief forces of change and address the

consequences those forces have for the "laws by which we are all -governed. It is a

statement of the obVious which must constantly be made that the endeavour to impose a

better educated community, unacceptable rules and values of times gone by will lead to a

breBkdown of respect for the law and endanger the rule of law itself. In a better educated

and better infa'med community, abject, unquestioning accel'tance of the law (particularly

of outmoded rules) can no lo~er be assumed. The courts of Australia do not have armies

waiting at the ready to mforce their decisions. Orderly govemm61t and peacefUl

reoo!ution" of conflict in society (ultimately! in the courts) depends very· much upon

community ConSEflSUS and the willi~gness to acc€p.t the ju~ment of the independent

u~pire. His now time for me to state my theses. They are two.

First, that the unprecedmtedchanges in society also impact the law, its

institutions and rules. Society should face t.p to this impact and ro adjust the law

that it is brought into mrmony with the society of today. Not as it was. Not as

rome would wish it had remained.

Secondly, our better educated citizens have a right to a fUller appreciation of the

institutions of the. law and at least their chief legal rights. and duties, than was

thought necessary in times gone by. A society which acknowleeges this proposition

will act to put it D:ttopractice.
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FOUR FORCES FOR CHANGE

What are the chief forces of change that are at work in the legal system? 1

would identify four main themes.

11le growing im[>ortnnce of the role of government in the lives of all of USj

the growing importance of business and the decisions made in large corporations,

affecting our lives;

the changing moral values and s::>ciaJ attitudes which are, in part, the proouct of an

education system which for a century ms bern 'free, universal and co.mpulsory'; and

above all, the force of science and technology, the most dynamic factor in the

equation and the one which most obviously imposes on us the inescapable

necessities of transition.

The Growth and Importance of Government. Take, first, big government. The

common law of England, which is the basis of the Australian legal system, stretches for at

least 800 years. But during the first 700 yenrs at least, the role of government wes

distinctly circumscribed. Naturally enough, the legal remedfes that were developed fer

the citizen reflected this limited conception of the functions of government. It is only

really in this cEntury, and fndeed in reemt decades, ,that the public sector ras come to

assume such a significant role in the daily life of virtually every one. Perceiving this

development the Lord Chief Justice of England, Lord Hewart in 1930 sounded a warning in

his book 'TIle New Despotism'. He alerted lawyers and law makers to the dangers for the

individual.(and for the rule of law) of large numbers of bureaucrats, working without

effective judicial supervision and within very wide discretions conferred in ample terms

by legislation, frequently resigned by themselves.

It is only in the last decade that,i in·Austra"lia, Lord Hewartlg warning has been

answered. One of the hapl?iest developments of law reform in our country has occurred at

a Federollevel and under successive governments of different political persuasion. It has

produced what has b.een called 'the new administrative law,.5 An Om~udsman has been

established. An Administrative Appea,ls Tribunal tas been set up, headed by jUdges, to

review, on the merits, certain Commonwealth administrative decisions. An Administrative

Review Council hls been established to develop nevI adminiStrative remedies in a

systematic way. An important measure has been enacted which confers on people in

Australia affected by Fereral ad.ministrative discretions, a legal right to have reasons

given to them by Commonwe.alth ptblic servants.6 In· the place of bland

uncommunicative decisions, the in~ividutll will be entitled to a reasoned response. As far
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as I am aware, only in the Federal Republic ·of Germany and- ill' Israci is there sfmilar

legisl1.tion. Clearly, these are legislative measures that should be known by Directors and

company' officers in Australia. A Freedom of Infa'matior~ Act hrls now been pa.ssed by

Federal Parliament. Although there has "been SQme critici<:;m conCerning the "areas of

exemption from the right of access, critics Sllould not lose sight of the funromrntal

change which the legislation enVisages. In· place of the basic fule of secrecy of

bureal£ratic procedures, will be a basic rule of openne~s and the right of access. Refusals

of access will generally be the subject of independent review.

Growth and Change in Business. The second force for change in the law is the

changing face of business. The mass proouction of goods and services gathered momentu m

from the au to mbile industry and is now on important feature of our society. Yet ~any of

oUr laws reflect the business methods of earlier times and fail to reflect the realities of

the ~ass consumer market of today. The common law of contract assum"ed ElIl equal

bargaining position between the vendor on the 'one .hand and the purchaser on the other. It

is precisely t.o meet the reality, which is diffe\ent, trot we know find most jurisdictions in

Australia and elsewhere -have enacted consumer protection legislation to ensure that basic

conditions are met in fairness to the consumer.

I suppose that of our current projects, four stand out as-being specially relevant

to business and commerce in this country:

Debt Recovery. The first is a project designed to modernise the law. of debt

recovery. Every businessman knows of the inconvmience of bad debts and the

inefficiencies of some of the legal procedures for the recovery of debts. In a sense,

these inefficiencies are inevitable. The credit society, the proliferation of credit

cards and Bankcard, the introduction of mass consumer credit and, now, the advent

of electronic .fund t:at1sfers, all make it unlikely ,that the laws and procedlres of

the past could cope with the new social situation. The Law Reform Commission has

put forward tEntative proposals on ttlis subject,designed to strike a t:air balance

between the rights of creditors and the needs of debtors to come to grips with their

basic problem, which is often plain incoml?etence in the handling of- credit. These

proposals are still under-consideration in Canberra.

Privacy. A second project upon ,which we hope to repCX't this year IS 10 rome ways

related. I refer to our inquiry into privacy protection. One of the issues being dealt

with is the proliferation of direct marketing so-called ljunk mail' procedures,

including telephone marketing and other intrusions which rome people regard as

invasions of their privacy. The collection of computerised personal infCt'mation,
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including blacJ(lists and credit records',--may necessitate legal regulation to 61sure

that these are accurate, fair and up to dale, given the profound effect Which an

adverse computerised record could have l{)on 811 individual or business.

Gass Actions. A third project is cur inquiry into class actions.9 Rarely has a

mere legal procedure caused so much agitation and concern in business circles. The

class action is an invention of the greatest mass-production economy of them all :

the United States. If you mass-produce a product with a defect giving rise to a

legal action, American jurists regard it as unreasonable to insist. that the law

should" continue to deliver justice on an ind ividual case-by--case basis. The- problem

was mass-produced. So, it was said, the delivery of justice should be

mass-produced, not confined to expmsive cmftsmanlike procedures of earlier

times. The difficulty with aggregate litigation, however, is that it could be used to

'blackmail' business and to 'rope in' people who would never ordinarily have brought

a legal c'la.im. Nevertheless, American pr,?ponents of class actions declare that they

repres61t the 'free mterprise alt;ernative to govemmrot legal assistance'.

Certainly, they amount to a form of 'litigious self-help' which we have not so far

seen in Australia. The Law Reform Commission has been· a::ked by the

Attorney-General to say whether thh procedure should now be introduced into

.Federal courts in Australia.

Insurance Contracts. Fourthly, the Commission has been aSJ<ed to look at insurance

contracts law refa-m. Just as the credit. €Cammy has expanded, so too oos

consumer insurance. Laws created in an earlier time of insumnce between more

equal bargaining parties, may not be appropriate to an age in which insurance is

sold to ordin,ary citizens by redia, newspaper and television. The rules that have

grown lp over 200 years must be rescrutinised to see whether they are suitable for

today's insuring society. If they are not, the q"uestion remainS, what, if. anything,

should be done'?

Changing Social and Moral Perceptions. The third force, for change is· more

difficult to d2:scribe~ It is probably bound up in higher levels of education, longer school

retention and in:'proved methods of the distribution of information by radio, television and

the (?rinted word. I refer to the changing moral and social attitudes which are such a

feature of our time. There are many forces at work. In the space of a few decades we

have moved from official acceptance of 'white Australia' to official (and increasing

community) SU(?POl't for a more multi-cultural society. We have moved from a devotion to

growth at any price to a concern about the environmmt and the preservation of our

history, flora and fauna. The last decade sa w the rise of the women's movement, of
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anti-c1iscrimination boo.rds, the subject of your last Annual Dinner address. There has been

titlk of the rights of the child, a matter considered in the Law Refa-m Commission's latest

reb'ort on Child Welfare Law Reform. Last year was the Year of the Disabled Person. I

predict I predict that the growing numbers of the aging in our society will lead to new

em.phnsis ·upon the fights of the old. Successive governments have carried forward policies

to reverse decamsof neglect and worse in relation to our Aboriginals. These are just a
. I

few of the recent social changes.

For some citizens, especially those of the older generation, it must all seem as

if the world has been turned on its head. Not two decaoos ego, it was the received cultural

w,isdom that Australia was a man's country of decidedly British ·values. Others could like it

or lu mp it. ~veryone they had to ~omply with the accepted ncrm and be assimilG ted and

integra ted into it. Now the despised and disadvantaged groups of the recent past are

listened to earnestly with growing "community appreciation: ethnic groups, women,

homosexuals, l'araple"gicsand the disabled, the mentally ill and retarded, women,

AbOriginals, the old. Football and cricket still draw record crowds but so now do our

theatres, our films and the arts generally. Puritan morality has given way to open

advertise malt of massBg.e parlors. Nude beaches flourish in at least rome of the warmer

Stn tes.

These "changes cannot come about without affecting the law and its institutions.

People, inclUding people in high places, begin to as< why there are so few women in the

jUdiciary of Austr~lia?lO 'Why some laws still discriminate against migrant

newcomers?ll 'Why the criminal law con~ines to enforce, in the so called 'victimless

crimes', attitums to morality which are oot now held by ~le great majority of citizens. In

no other CommonweEl;lth Act has the changing community morality been more vividly

reflected than in the Family Law Act 1975. Ttv::t Act substantially r:eplaced the notion of

faUlt as the basis for the disillusion of marriage, replacing it by a new test: the

irretrievable breakdown of the marriage. In a time of trans.ition, -it is' uncomfortable for

those who cling to the values and certa~ties of the past. There are many sincere citizens

who bemoan the radical changes, rome of which I have touched on. No recEnt piece of

FedeI"'dl legislation has been so beset by heartfelt controversy than the Family Law Act

itself. Yet if community attituoos and standlrds are changing, the endeavour through the

law) to enforce t~e attitudes an"d standards of an earlier time is bound, in" the end, to fail,

unless it Ins substantial support or at .least acquiscance in the community. Laws of earlier

times applying on a social base that has shifted tend not to q>hold past morality but

simply to bring contempt for the law and its institutions. They breed cynicism and even

corruptio~ which undermines the rule of law it-self. The moml of this tale is that, whilst

the law must necesS9.rily tread cautiously, fts

..
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rules and their 'mforcemEnt should never be too fnr distant from current perceptions of

right and wrong. When tJl0se perceptions are cJlunging rapidly, as they are just now, it i"i a

difficult time for law makers nnd those who advise them. In a time of transition, it is also

a difficult time both f?r those who support reform of the ]a wand those would cling to old

ways. The attitud3s of each must be understood nnd respected.

Dynamic Science un? Technology. The fourth force for change in the law is the

dynamic of science and technology. The birth of a number of children conceived in vitro

hel<11ds remarkable developments in biology that pose dilemmas for science and the law.

According to public opinion polls, the majority of Australian people supp'ort the in vitro

progra ffi. Some ask : who could possibly oppose the technique that simply 'overcomes a

physicnl obstrLCtion and may bring parenthood to more than 30,000 couples? Yet it is now

increasingly realised that there are prob.lems to be addressed:

Some commentators, particularly those starting from a traditional religious point

of view, are obsohltely opposed to the new techniques:

.. They are seen as 'Illbomtory procreation' -- a dehumanised, unnatural

manufacture of man as if he were a mere product : the ele,vation of th.c

scientist to God-lll<e power. This, roughly, is the renson toot led Pope Pius XII

to condemn the technique as absolutely illicit.

Other opponents point out that IVF requires masturbation to produce the sperm.

It is said that this admittedly widespread practice is evil. In the absence of

married love at the time of conce(?tion, it is thought toot no good can come of

it.

.• Other opponents fear the 'process of freezing of the human embryo - a

technique utilised b~cause of the wastage of embryos in the process of

fertilise tion - will all too readily lead on to experimentation with embryos and

foetuses. The spectre of the foetal farm, developed to provide tissue for the

relief of adult diseases, is one that horrifies some observers, but not others.

.. If embryos are frozen and not needed for futur.e use, shOUld they be discarded or

wrold thi'i act involve killing a form of human .life?

.. Other oppon61ts of the whole program simply say that, whatever your religion,

there are better things to be done with the scarce medical dollars that would

bring help to-more felloW" citizens. According to these pCOj?le, this is an exotic,

extremely expensive program benefitting relatively few.

Even amongst those who positively support the IVF technology, there is now an

increasing recognition of the need to consider partiCUlar social and legal

consequences. Take the following, for example:

... Should IVF be 'available only to married couples or also to single (?eople, such as,

say, a lesbian woman who wanted a child?
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., Should we permit surrogates, ie if a woman cannot carry a baby full-term,

should her sister be permitted to do so? If so, who is the true mother? Who, if

either of them, res the say in abortion decisions?

.. What happens to the la-w of incest? Could a daughter carry the child of her

parmts?

" Should parents be able to chose the gender of the emb,t'Yo they select?

•• Should it'be lawful to retain a frozen hUffi9Jl embryo for hundreds of years as is

said to be technologically possible? If so, what is to happen to the distribution

of property? Is the child's idmtity one of our generation or th~ generation into

which he is born?

.. In the case of frozen embryos, what is to happen on -the death or divorce of the

donors?

These may sound exotic questions. Looking at the smiling babies we may prefer to put

them out of our minds. But unless we provide the answers and the laws, we may be

delivering our society to the Brave New World which Huxley wrote about 50. years ago this

year.

The rapid developments of computerisation, particularly as link~d to

telecommunications, presEnt many problems for society. By a remarkable combination of

photo reduction techniques, dazzling amounts of information can now be included in the

circuit of a tiny microchip. The computerised society may redlXe the needs of

employment, increase the' vulnerability of society, magnify our reliance on ov.erseas data

bases and endanger the privacy of individuaJ:i.

Such developments raise questions which the law of the future will have to

answer on behalf of our society. ShOUld human cloning be permitted and if so under what

condition,s? Is it acceptable to contemplate genetic manipulation, consciously distUrbing

the random procedures that have occurred since the beginning of time? In the case of

artificial insemination by a donor other than a husband,. what rules should govern the

discovery of the idmtity of .the donor, if this is ever to be permitted? How can we prev61t

accidental ~cest in a world of. unidentified donors? Should we permit the storage of

sensitive personal mta about Australians in overseas mta bases and if so under what

conditions? What requirement should be imposed -for the supply of data in one computer to

another? Is the systematic matching of computer tapes a permissible check against fraud

or a new form of general rearch warrant which should be SUbmitted to jUdicial

pre-conditions? Under what circumstances are we prepared to tolerate telephone tapping

to combat crime? Is junk mail a pQ.ssing nU5ance or unacceptable invasion of Drivacy?
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Almost every task given by sllccessive Attorneys-Generol to the Law Reform

Commission raises 8Il issue about the impact of science and technology on the law. In our

project on criminal investigation, we had to look to ways in which police procedures could

have grafted onto them the advantages and disciplines of new scientific advances. 12 In

our report on human tissue transplnnation, we had to work Qut the rules that should govern

the taking or organs from one person for ttle benefit of another. 13 We also had to

answer the question of how death is to be defin~d in modem terms. Should young people

ever be entitled to donate a non-regenero~ive organ to a sibling and if 00 under what

conditions? Should positive donation be required ,or can we legally impute a general

community ~'illingness to donate organs after death. Our project on defamation law

required us to face the realities of defamation today: no longer an insult hurled over the

back fence but now a hurt that may be curried to the four corf.1ers of the country.14 Our

reference on (?rivacy requires us to examine the ways in which we can preserve reS(?ect

for indi~idual privacy whilst taking advantage of the computerisation of society.l5 Even

our most recEnt project on reform of the law of evidence requires us to rescrutinise some

of the accepted rules of eVidence against modern psychological and other studies which

suggest that many of the accepted tenets of the law do not stand up to empirical scrutiny.,

THE MORAL?

Ignorance, fer:r, 8. fea.ling of remoteness, costliness, inaccessibility. All too

often these are the reactions of good deemt Australian citizEnS to their law, its

institutions and procedures. 'We are liVing through a time of transition. I have rought to

identify the chief forces that are at work for the cha.ngeof the law. It is important that

Directors, both for their professional tasks and as citizens, should be alert to the forces

for change and should consider their implications for the future of the corporation in the

life of our country. We should be doing more than we are to identify the forces for

change. We should be doing "more than we are to infct"m citizens about their rights and

duties in a time of change. lVe should be doing more than we are in consultation with the

community affected to adjust our laws, institutions and procedures to the changes that

are taking place.
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3. Lord Hailshum, Robert Menzies Inaugural Oration, 1978 How Free Are We?

mimeo.22.

4. This is the language of the Judicial Oath.

5. G.D.S. Taylor, 'The New Administrative Law' (977) 51 Austrolinn Law Journal

804.

6. Admin:strative Decisions (Judicial Review)· Act 1977 (Cwlth), commenced 1

October 1980. Note Unt an amending Bill was introduced into the Australian

Parliament in May 1980.

7. Australian Law Reform Commission, Insolvency: 'The· Regular Payment of Debts

(ALRC 6), AG PS, Canberra, 1977.

8. Austra.lian Law Reform Commission, Discussion Paper No.7, Insurance

Contracts, 1978.

9. Australian Law Reform Commission~ Discussion Paper No. 11, Access to the

Courts - II Class Actions, 1979.

10. Mr Justice Murphy in an address to ~e National Press Club, Canberra, 21 May

1980.

11. Australian Law Reform Com-mission, Criminal Investigation (ALRe 2) Onterim

Report), AGPS, camberra 1975. See esp. paras.259ff (special problems of

non-English speakers). See also M.D. Kirby, New Laws for New Australians, Sir

Robert Garren Me morial Lecture, mimeo, 24 June 1980.

12. ALRC 2, above. Amongst suggestions made were sound recording of

confessional evidence, telephone warrants for urgrot searches and arrests and

photography or video tapping of identification procedures. See now Criminal

Investigation Bill 1981 (Cwlth).
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